Québec

the province are waiting for you. These
wide open spaces are located next to
our cities, across the regions all the way to
Québec’s far north. They are the doorways
that will help you explore the diversity
of our abundant natural habitats.

NATIONAL PARKS
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Québec’s 25 national parks across

Hosts from all regions welcome you with
open arms, sharing the uniqueness and
charm of their lodges.
Blessed with thousands of lakes and

located in the heart of
the forest, you will harken back to
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another time with all modern amenities.
Whether you favor the rustic, the
pampering or downright luxury, come and
enjoy a weekend gateway in our natural
surroundings.

WILDLIFE OBSERVATION
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We love our animals: they are
ever-present, precious and profuse. On
your own or with a guide, come and
observe our wildlife. We have all kinds
of creatures. They sport feathers,
fur, antlers and/or humps. Moose,
black bears, blue whales, snowy owls,
the grey wolf… and so much more.
Magnificent Wildlife says it all.
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Paddle to the rhythms of the currents, wind
and tides on Québec’s numerous lakes
and rivers, and it’s mighty St. Lawrence. In
perfect harmony with our surroundings, we
embark, fully outfitted, on watercrafts and set
off to explore the thousands of
kilometres of waterways winding
across Québec. Be one with nature and calmly
decide where you will launch your craft.

ADRENALIN
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We don’t know the meaning of fear.
We glide down zip lines, cross suspended bridges
and climb mountains. And when the first snow
falls, we cross frozen lakes on snowmobiles. In
spring, our raging rivers are ideal for rafting and
kayaking. Here in Quebec, you will experience
the greatest adrenalin rush in the best
natural playground!

EXCURSIONS
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There are no less than 135,326 km² of protected
habitats to discover either by hiking, on
horseback, on snowshoes or by bike.
Put on your backpack and explore the
thousands of kilometres of marked
trails. Admire the fall colours, the blue skies
high above winter’s white carpet or the aurora
borealis. Be inspired and let your spirit soak in
Québec’s nature.

ABORIGINAL EXPERIENCE
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Do the terms Amerindian, Aboriginal or
First Nations call to you? Québec’s
11 aboriginal nations welcome
you to their 55 communities located
throughout Québec. They graciously
share their ancestral values of
respect and hospitality. Come and
move to the rhythm of a naturally
authentic experience.

Québecers love the outdoors. They hurtle down
wooded slopes and snow-covered hills. Fear is foreign to
them. Snowshoeing, skiing and dogsledding are a way of
life. When we head for lunch, we can just as well dig a
hole in the ice and go ice fishing. Take a winter vacation
in Québec and join us in various activities all
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across our vast, diverse land.
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Discover Nunavik the way we, Inuit, know it best. Immerse
yourself in our culture; join us for an outing by dog sled and
spend the night in an igloo under the Northern lights.

13. KSF

Surfing in Montéal ? How knew! Let's try river surfing and
stand up paddleboard (SUP), two unique ways to discover
exotic areas of the city.

25. AVENTUREX

quebecaboriginal.com/inuitadventures

quebecadventure.ca/ksf

quebecadventure.ca/aventurex

1. INUIT ADVENTURES

quebecaboriginal.com/pingualuitpark

3. PARC NATIONAL KUURURJUAQ

Imposing and magnificent, soak in the spirit of the Torngat
Mountains and of the majestic Koroc River while canoeing,
kayaking, rafting, trekking, mountaineering, snowshoeing or
backcountry skiing.

quebecaboriginal.com/kuururjuaqpark

4. PARC NATIONAL TURSUJUQ

LANAUDIÈRE / MAURICIE
14. CANADAVENTURE

CanadAventure Outfitters have been at the gates of
Québec wide open spaces for more than 25 years. They
have been turning dreams of exquisite kayaking, canoeing
and hiking into reality.

quebecoutfitters.com/clubtadoussac

41. LA POURVOIRIE DU LAC CYPRÈS

Grands-Jardins National Park is renowned for its fishing,
carpets of lichen and exceptional northern Arctic
vegetation. It forms one of the core zones of the
Charlevoix World Biosphere Reserve, a status granted
by UNESCO.

Experience the Québec tradition of living in a trapper’s
traditional cabin in the heart of the forest. Let our guides
help you explore the local wilderness by canoe.

quebecoutfitters.com/laccypres

parksquebec.com/grandsjardins

42. MER ET MONDE ÉCOTOURS

quebecoutfitters.com/canadaventure

Come do whales watching in sea kayak excursion. To
complete your trip, connect truly to nature with our natural
accommodations.

SAGUENAY - LAC-SAINT-JEAN
15. POURVOIRIE DOMAINE BAZINET

Come for nature, authenticity, discovery, diversity and
unforgettable moments. Come for relaxation, rejuvenation,
pampering and incredible fishing. Come for an intimate
welcome, the warm ambiance and the exceptional natural
setting.

Home to fabulous cuestas bounding the inland seas of
Richmond Gulf and Clearwater Lake, not to mention the
splendid Nastapoka River, this huge territory will conquer
hikers as much as canoe and kayak enthusiasts.

quebecoutfitters.com/domainebazinet

quebecaboriginal.com/tursujuqpark

16. POURVOIRIE ÉVASION PLEIN AIR TRUDEAU

quebecadventure.ca/mer-et-monde

27. AUBERGE MAISON ROBERTSON

This ancestral home supplies authoritative information on
the fur trade. It offers the conveniences, charms and
comfort of a communal lodge.

43. PARC NATIONAL D’ANTICOSTI

Discover a wild and enchanting island that will inspire you
with its white cliffs, yawning canyons, powerful falls,
secluded caves and impressive wildlife.

quebecaboriginal.com/maisonrobertson

parksquebec.com/anticosti
Located in a wilderness setting, your cottage sits lakeside
with a dock and private watercrafts. Enjoy the superb view
and the incredible playground. It’s fun for the whole family.

quebecoutfitters.com/pourvoirietrudeau

ABITIBI-TÉMISCAMINGUE

Reserve your unforgettable getaway in the middle of the
boreal forest in a place where whale songs are within
earshot. We offer activities year round that will make your
vacation dreams come true.

26. PARC NATIONAL DES GRANDS-JARDINS

2. PARC NATIONAL DES PINGUALUIT

Be mesmerized by the legendary "crystal eye" of the
Pingualuit Crater, whether hiking, canoeing, kayaking,
backcountry skiing or dog sledding in the heart of the
moon-like tundra it’s surrounded with.

40. CLUB DE CHASSE ET PÊCHE TADOUSSAC

Opt for the Falcon via ferrata quatro package and enjoy a
breathtaking mountain adventure in Charlevoix at Les
Palissades.

tourisme-abitibi-temiscamingue.org

17. POURVOIRIE BARRAGE GOUIN

ET DU MAGNAN

Enjoy the unique experience of vacationing on a houseboat!
Travel around the magnificent Gouin Reservoir. You can also enjoy
a ton of activities in one the most beautiful winter settings.

quebecoutfitters.com/barragegouin

28. AVENTURE PLUME BLANCHE

As the seasons turn, experience the lifestyle of the
Pekuakamiulnuatsh in a natural setting that combines
serenity, simplicity and beauty. Choose between a teepee
or prospector tent on a rustic campsite. Small camps and
Shaputuan tents are also available.

BAS SAINT-LAURENT / GASPÉSIE

quebecaboriginal.com/aventureplumeblanche

44. PARC NATIONAL DU BIC

The coves, bays, capes islands and mountains have always
been the pride of Bic National Park, located in the St. Lawrence
estuary. Observe the flora and fauna, then sit back and enjoy
the famous sunsets.

29. PIPMUACAN OUTFITTER

The Pipmuacan Outfitter is a land-locked sea that begs
exploring.

parksquebec.com/bic

quebecaboriginal.com/pipmuacanoutfitter
45. PARC NATIONAL DU LAC-TÉMISCOUATA

30. SITE UASHASSIHTSH
Off the beaten tracks
Abitibi-Témiscamigue means feeling the true sense of freedom and getting off the
beaten tracks. It is a young region, proud of its Algonquin roots, where all becomes
possible. Abitibi-Témiscamingue offers it all: fresh air, wide-open spaces, beautiful blue
sky, breathtaking panoramic views, lush, mysterious forests, and calm, serene nature.
It is a paradise for sport fishing enthusiasts, snowmobiling at its purest, and a tradition
of excellent fishing and hunting outfitter packages.

5. PARC NATIONAL D’AIGUEBELLE

The crown jewel of the Abitibi-Témiscamingue wilderness,
Aiguebelle National Park is home to a variety of geological
phenomena, surprising scenery, numerous activities and
remarkable wildlife.

CANTONS-DE-L'EST / CENTRE-DU-QUÉBEC
CHAUDIÈRE-APPALACHES
18. PARC NATIONAL DU MONT-MÉGANTIC

Nestled in the heart of the first International Dark Sky
Reserve, Mont-Mégantic National Park is one-of-a-kind
scientific attraction in Québec that hosts activities such as
“From the Earth to the Stars”.

parksquebec.com/montmegantic

Located in Lower St. Lawrence, Lac-Temiscouata National
Park is the latest addition to the network. Its exceptional
archeological treasures stand at the forefront of its
remarkable natural trove.

Proud gardian of our heritage, the Ilnu artisans will bring
Pekuakamiulnuatsh culture to life for you !

quebecaboriginal.com/uashassihtsh

parksquebec.com/lactemiscouata

31. FJORD EN KAYAK

46. PARC NATIONAL DE

Explore the cliffs and biodiversity of the Saguenay Fjord
during one to five-day sea kayaking expeditions with a
company founded in 1996.

L’ÎLE-BONAVENTURE-ET-DU-ROCHER-PERCÉ

Its rich heritage combined with the flora and fauna make
this park is a “can’t miss” destination. Visit Bonaventure
Island and the magnificent Percé Rock with its famous
colony of northern gannets.

quebecadventure.ca/fjord-en-kayak

parksquebec.com/ilebonaventure

parksquebec.com/aiguebelle

32. CENTRE DE VACANCES - FERME 5 ÉTOILES

QUÉBEC quebecregion.com

If you are in the area, you can’t miss this unforgettable
experience. Take an hour or stay a week and sign up for
various activities.

47. PARC NATIONAL DE LA GASPÉSIE

A hiking hotspot, Gaspésie National Park gives visitors
access to an extraordinary mountain environment. The
altitude of these mountains influences the climate that
creates a diversity of species unique to Québec.

quebecadventure.ca/ferme-5etoiles

OUTAOUAIS
6. CAMP EXPLORA

H2O offers numerous activities that flow in harmony with
nature in this white water paradise. Activities include
rafting, canyoning, canoeing, kayaking, stand up paddling
and riverboarding.

quebecadventure.ca/horizonx

8. PAVILLON DE L'ORIGNAL

Take a well-deserved nature break in a charming setting on
the shores of the Baskatong Reservoir. Fishing, forest
walks and more await!

quebecoutfitters.com/pavillonorignal

9. INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL FOR EARTH

STUDIES

Earth Studies is an outdoor and animal husbandry school
(re)connecting people to the Land. We specialize in
dogsledding, primitive wilderness survival and are dedicated
to developing a deeper Earth and self-awareness.

quebecadventure.ca/earth-studies

LAURENTIDES

laurentides.com

10. NEW WORLD RAFTING

Whether you are a beginner or experienced, thrills and new
encounters abound ! Do not miss this adventure destination.

Outdoor adventure beckons year round and less than 20 minutes from the European
influences of historic Québec City. Between summits and the St. Lawrence, discover
spectacular mountain scenery and magnificent panoramas. It is a one-of-a-kind
experience you’ll long remember.

19. PARC NATIONAL DE LA JACQUES-CARTIER
Just 30 minutes from Québec City, you’ll fall under the spell
of a vast mountainous plateau cut by deep valleys. The park
is host to one of the most beautiful glacial valleys in
Québec, the spectacular Vallée de la Jacques-Cartier.
Inspiring !

parksquebec.com/jacquescartier

20. POURVOIRIE GENESSEE

Aventure Zoofari is like a zoo located deep in Québec’s
forest. Wildlife sightings are guaranteed. We are located
less than 25 minutes from downtown Québec City.

quebecoutfitters.com/domainegenessee

TRADITIONAL SITE

Soak in the most authentic recreation of an Aboriginal
Village.

quebecaboriginal.com/onhouachetek8e

quebecoutfitters.com/cecaurel

A valley to discover via a myriad of adventures including
canoeing down a river, mountain biking, canyoning or hiking
on paths linked to the National Trail.

quebecadventure.ca/vallee-brasdunord

quebecaboriginal.com/gespeg

All aboard ! Take part in sailing maneuvers during an
introduction to the sport on a unique fjord designated by
UNESCO as a world heritage site. Fine dining and on board
accommodations are available.

quebecadventure.ca/voile-mercator

36. PARC NATIONAL DE LA POINTE-TAILLON

37. PARC NATIONAL DES MONTS-VALIN

quebecadventure.ca/secrets-nordiques

GESPEG

Our guides bring the Mi’kmaq traditions of a bygone era to
life on a meticulously reproduced 17th century Micmac
campground. You will learn how their ancestors saw to the
daily needs in 1675. A souvenir shop, small craft workshop
and exhibit complete the experience.

35. VOILE MERCATOR

22. SECRETS NORDIQUES

Our company has been introducing people to dog-sledding
for 20 years ! Our Nordic and harness dog interpretation
centre at the Mont Sainte-Anne resort is open year round.

49. MICMAC INTERPRETATION SITE OF

quebecadventure.ca/organisaction

parksquebec.com/pointetaillon

24. VALLÉE BRAS DU NORD

It is the ideal vacation getaway whatever the season.
Discover the joys of fishing in summer or myriad activities
during Québec winters.

QUÉBEC OFF THE BEATEN PATH

We have offered outdoor adventures since 1994. Our
passion, our network of partners and our professional guides
bring Québec’s nature and culture to life in total safety.

quebecaboriginal.com/sagamite

Feast on fine aboriginal cuisine ! Discover the First
Nations through a culinary and cultural experience.

parksquebec.com/tremblant

12. POURVOIRIE CÉCAUREL

34. ORGANISACTION

21. SAGAMITÉ RESTAURANT

23. ONHOUA CHETEK8E HURON
Mont-Tremblant National Park is the largest and oldest park
in Québec’s network. Discover its six great rivers, 400 lakes
and streams, more than 40 mammal species and do not
miss the Via ferrata du Diable.

quebecadventure.ca/iat

The beach and exceptionally warm water of Lac
Saint-Jean have long attracted swimmers and boating
enthusiasts to Pointe-Taillon National Park. While you
are here, take advantage of ideal biking excursions on the
parks cycling network.

quebecadventure.ca/new-world

11. PARC NATIONAL DU MONT-TREMBLANT

For 1 to 5 day guided hikes along International
Appalachian Trail with hut-to-hut baggage service.

Visit us online for more info
and view our packages !

Monts-Valin National Park offers various activities all
year long. With an exceptional snow cover, winter turns
this territory into an ideal spot for snowshoeing or
backcountry skiing. Be sure to visit the Valley of Ghosts.

parksquebec.com/montsvalin

38. PARC NATIONAL DU

FJORD-DU-SAGUENAY

Fjord-du-Saguenay National Park is an immense site, due
mainly to the fjord that bears its name. There are so
many things to see and do here in winter and summer
alike. Admire the extraordinary views and see hundreds of
migrating birds.

parksquebec.com/fjord

39. HOMAMO ÉPINETTE ROUGE

Stop dreaming and make it happen! For a change of
scenery, we will customize a unique wilderness adventure
package that is aligned with your interests.

quebecoutfitters.com/homamo

8 EXPERIENCES

The Outaouais is one of Canada’s premier white water
rivers. Join us for an unrivalled rafting, kayaking or
riverboarding experience.

48. INTERNATIONAL APPALACHIANS TRAIL

quebecadventure.ca/h2o-expedition

quebecadventure.ca/campexplora

7. HORIZONX RAFTING

parksquebec.com/gaspesie

33. H2O EXPEDITIONS & ADVENTURES

With the help of an electric quad and a mini iPad, you and
your teammate head off on a treasure hunt that enables
you to explore the beautiful nature and fascinating history
of Mount Westcott, Montebello. Your mission: find the clues
to solve a puzzle.

National parks
Forest lodgings
Aboriginal experiences
Aquatic activities
Excursions
Wildlife observation
Adrenalin
Winter activities
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ANCESTRAL WATERWAYS

NATURE IN QUÉBEC

attracts, charms and surprises.
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It offers both ease of access and variety.

We await you on

QuebecOriginal.com/outdoors
Book your adventure
with a certified
professional

Reserve today
for your gateway
in nature

Come live
our culture

parksquebec.com

quebecadventure.ca

quebecoutfitters.com

tourismeautochtone.com

www.adncomm.com

Plan your trip
in a National Park
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